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1 til
In previous letters we have reported a Atr relJonance, called Y 1 '

1y~,,",i,ob8erved through the atpdy of the interaction of

l.15-Bev/c K- mesonl in~ydrogen in the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 15-in.

bubble chamber.

reactione

We now whh to report the results of the study of the three

and

- + - - +K +p- 1; +tr +w +11' (l)

(2)

(3)

Although reactions (1) and ,(2) are readily identified and measured, reaction (3)

cannot be identified unambiguously. Accordingly, we diseuse first the results

pertaining to reactions (1) and (Z). Nineteen events of type (1) and 13 events of

type (2) were observed, corresponding to crOS8 sections of 0.19:it .06 and 0.12 :J::: .05 mb,

re8pectively.2 In a search for possible %:11' resonancee. we have plotted in Fig. 1

histograms of the invert-lant masses of the I: and each of the three pions in reactions

(1) and (Z). Figure Ib> refers to the 1'; and pion of like charge; Fig. 1a to the I:

and each o£ the pione of unlike charge. Since there are two unlike -charged pions

in each event. twice as many points appear in Fig. la as in Fig. lb. The plotted

curves are mass distributions expected on the basis of a uniform phase -space

population. The histogram of Fig. Ib agrees with the phase-space curve, but the
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Z; and unlike-charged pion distribution appears to exhibit an anomaly, suggesting

a concentration of event. with a (:Ew) mass of about 1405 Mev.

To ."plore this anomaly in more detail, we us. the following repre.entation

of the data. Since. according to Fig. lb, the doubly charg.d 1:11' systems do not

depart significantly from the expected phase-apace distribution, we eliminate the

like-charged pion from further considera.tion. We then transform the I: and the

remaining two pions (both of charge opposite to that of the I;) into the center -o!

mass (c. m. ) sv-crm of th••• three particles and determine the total energy available
•

e, in this particular coordinate system. For each event we can then calculate a DaUtz

plot aC the available pha8e space. However, to permit the comparisQn of events

that involve clifferent amounts of c. m. energy, we can conveniently tlelabel the axe8

of the Dalita plot to correspond to the invariant :E11 mas. squared, which is linearly

related to the kinetic energy of the other pion. The phase-space elHpees obtained

from individual events are then added to obtain a composite pha.e-Ipace probability

contour map in the mass-squared ..pace. The result of this procedure is shown in

Fig. la. Only hal! of the plot 18 .hown. since it is symmetries about the 45 -deg line

because the two pions cOl'lliJidered are indistinguishable.

The experimental points arrange them.elv•• in a vertical and a horizontal

6 2. l
band, both centered along 1.97 X 10 Mev = (1405 Mev) I al if the I: resona.ted

with either one or the other of the two pions. In order to elithu'>{t the l"e.onance

with better statistics, both the distribution of experimental points a.nd the pha6le-

space contour map are projected onto the axes: the JH4ion. to the right of the

dotted line onto the ordinate, the po~ to the lett onto the ablct.sa. The resulting
•

histograms and the di~tribution. expected from phase space are then added. The

results are shown in Fig_ lb. Although the position of the dividing line);,' chosen

in such a way ae to exhibit the resonance most clearly, it appears rather unlikely
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that the dhcrepancy between the el(.pected and observed distributions 18 a statistlcal

accident. eepecially in view of the two-band structure of the evente in Fig. 2a. If

one interprets the observed distribution a. a. resonance. ita peak corresponds to

a mas. ~ 1405 Mev; and itlil full width at half maximum ia about 20 Mev after un

folding experimental error~. 1

To investigate further the pOI.ibiUty of a resonance in the Z;'" syatem. we

studied the 39 two-prong events a.loda.ted with. 1\ that did not itt a

, + - • 0 + -
;,':JK~'+1J .... A + 'I' +" or K + P - E + 'II' + 1r IDte'Pretatton. Thea. events

.. 0 + .. 0
K +p - 1: +V +'1" +,.. •

+ - 0- A +11' +W +w •

0+.. 0 0
- E +W +11" +11' +,.. ,

+ - 0 0-1'4 +1f +,.. +11' +11' •

(I)

(4)

(6 )

Identification is very difficult bee.uae only reaction (~) is sufficiently ove1"-

constrained to permit a kinematical fit. Furthermore. most of the events thil.t

are actually example. of reaction (!) will tit hypothesi. (~) • but probably with a

2
larger X va.lue.

~ Z
Of the 39 events, 16 bad X ~Z when kinematically fitted to the one-

constraint hypothesis (~). Most of these evente are probably due to reaction (.1)"

since .! priori only 17 % of the events due to rea.ction (I) Should have X2 ~ 2.

,. + - + -Aleo, only one exa.mple of the reaction K + P - A +" +,.. +" + 11' and no

.. ± 1= + - 0 '"example. of K + P -. ~ + 'R' +" + 1f +,.. were observed; thus reaction. \"'!')

a.nd (6') are probably rare. Even though a kinematical fit to hypothesis 0) is

impossible. one can obta.in the invariant mass of the 1::°,..0 system from the
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incident K- momentum and the measured momenta,- of the two charged pions.

However, since no kinematic constraint. can be imposed on such events, the ex-

,- perimental errors wHl, }n general. be larger tha.n for fitted events and lluctuate

more widely. Therefore. the data are better represented by ideogram •.

Figure 3a shows the ideogram of the mass distribution of the 16 events with

X2. ~ 2. The three events with M<13l0 Mev can be interpreted 41.8 the tail of the X2

distribution of reaction (4); the four events with M > 1450 Mev are probably due to

reactions (') and (6). The remaining nin.e events fall into a narrow band centered

at about 1386 Mev and are moet probably due to reaction (-<5). The plotted curve

o 0
is the mas. distribution of 1: 1l'ayetems based on pha.e space and normalized to

Figure 3b .how. the corresponding distribution for the events with
Z

"X < 2.

In order to permit a direct comparison with the previou. figure. agat.n only the

measured momenta of the charged pions were u.ed to obtain the mal. ideo~ram.

The mea8ured. distribution appears to agree with that expected from pha..e space

0+-for A 11' 'If 'If event8. No anomaly at M - 1390 Mev is observed. Thus there

does nat appear to be any evidence of the T t::: 1 y*O resonance in the A1f0 'll'+"
0+-data. Furt hermore. if one fits all 39 events to the Aw 11' w hypothesis and then

calculates the (Atf°). (A1'f+). and (.1\,,") masses from tho fitted values, there ;8

'"still no evidence for the T =1 Y resonances. In particular r the peak of Fig. 3a

vanishes. Thus we cannot attribute the observed peaks in the mass distribution

•shown in Figs. lb or 3& to the Y 1 resonance, especially in view of tbe low 1:: /!\.
2

branching ratio of this resonance previously reported." Because of this and the

selection cJ"iterion used in isolating the events of Fig. 3a it 8eeme probable tha.t

the nine events represent a }:01l'0 resonance linked by charge' independence t,-

+ - - + .the I: 'iT and 1,; w resonance already duscussed.

It is easy to show that the branching ratio 13 =N1:0"O / (N2:+w- + N2: -11'+ )

unique ly determines the isotopic spin oI the resonance. For T:: 2, 1 or 0, we

have 13 =2., 0, or l/Z, respectively. Neglecting possible backgrounds. and
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correcting for neutral decays and esca.pe of the A hyperoTls in the 1:011'0 case,

we have ~ II: 0.5 Jk 0.2.. Hence. the ieotopic spin of the indicated reapnance is zero,

*a.nd we wi 11 call it YO'

One difficlllty of our interpretation of the data. is the difference in mass of

19 Mev:6 Mev between the two peaks of Figs. Zb and 3a. However, Bince there

are two identical pions in the charged 1: cases and not in the ,;0 Clues, it i.

possible that the effect of Bose stati.tici could !cause a shift of the peake. Aleo,

from the fact that the chulec1 ~ can resonate with either of the two unlike charged

pione. one would expect interference eUects between the two'NIt'./b'ni'an"t ampUiudes.

Another p08sibility Ii. interference between the resonance and nonresonant back.-

grounds. Both these lnterference. might alter the observed positions of the peaks.

''i':')?~rlhermore. electromagnetic rna•• differences in the 2:+'11'-, ,;-,,+, a.nd 1:011'0

sy.tem. could a.ffect the observed malls spectra in the three cales. Assuming

that the probability of decay into any mode is proportional to the momentum available

in t~t mode (as expected for an S-wave resonance). we lind that the shifting of the

".-ak. due to rna•• dWe....ceis negligible.

*The YO could also be produced in the events in which the final state condet.

oof a ); and two pion.. If it is produced, it should appea.r in the (7;11") mass plot

given in Fig. 2c of our previous letter, Z No significant peak ie observed; however.

the number of event. in thia region of the mass plot i8 uncertain because of the

">;:~ > .:t: "+ 0 0
difficulty of correcting for l: + v + v + 11' production. The absence of the

* *YO in this final state (Yo + -rr) could be eaaily understood if the interaction took

place mainly through the T:: 0 initial channel. This hypothesis can be te.ted by

o
analysis of the interaction R + p (a pure T =1 state) currently being studied

by Adair. 3

We believe that our data for 1: a:rld/' three pions are moet naturally

interpreted by invoking aT::: 0 1:,.. resonance. However, both because of the
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small number of events involved and the complexity of the final state, we cannot

regard the evidence &s conclusive at present. Evidence for a (,;:ll" 'It'+) resonance

has been obtained by Eisenberg et a1.. who have studied K~ -meson interaction.

o . 4
in emulsion and find a peaking in the (I: 11') mass spech'um at 1405 Mev. Thill

•peaking could be attributed to a YO' In addition, Schult and Capps have recently

invoked aT:: 0 resonance at a rna•• of about 1410 Mev to e'Cplain the hyperon

- 5branching rati~ in low-energy K -d interactions.

DaUtz and Tuan have shown that the (b - ) solution for the scattering lengths

6
in RN low-energy interactions will result in a 1:1r relonance in the T =0 8tate.

Recent values for the zero-energy RN scatterinl lenaths obtained by DaUb
7

using

the data presented by Alvarez at the Kiev Conference, 8 indicate that this resonance

will be at 1415 .3 Mev, with a hall-width (r/l) of about ZO Mev. U this e¥~

planation of the T c: 0 resonance::; is correct, it should have J =1/2: the observed

o
T::: 1 resonance could be the resonance predicted by global symmetry with J =3/l. 1

- 7PaUtz haa pointed out that the valuee of the (a ) solution given in reference are

10coollli&tent with both a T = 1 and aT:: 0 (Y -v) resonance; both of these resonances

should have J:I;I lIz.
The authors wish to thank the many members of the Bevatron a.nd bubble

chamber crews and the scanners who made this experiment pto••ible. We aleo

thank Professors R. H. DaUbl, A. Pais, and B. Sakita for several helpful discussions.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2..

Mass plots of the neutra.l and doubly charged 1:11' systems.

16: + + -Dalitz plot of the }; + 11' + 'If +.. events for the system consisting

oi a. 1: and two oppositely charged pions. For discuslion see text.

Fig. 3. Ideogram. of the missing mails for the 39 events in which a A and two

charged piona welre observed and neutral pion. were alao produced. <a>

Z f 0 + -Events with X ~ 2 or the A 'If "'If hypothesis; the superimposed

o 0 + -curve ia the phaae .space distribution for the 1: ." W 'II' reaction normaUsed

.. Z 0 + -
tr:il nine events. (b) Events with X < Z for the A." 11' 'II' hypothesis, and

o +the expected Aw 11' :ft- phase -space curve.
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